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Patient Priors, Digitally on TAP
From enhanced productivity to streamlined communications, the move to PACS provides a broad range
of important benefits. But a digital conversion isn't really a conversion until you finally eliminate your
costly, inefficient film file room...often the last bottleneck in today’s efficient filmless radiology age.
Traditionally, digital imaging sites have had to maintain hard copy archives for seven years to provide access to
prior analog patient exams. But now, with SourceHOV’s innovative Total Accessibility Archiving Program
(TA2PTM), you can trade in difficult-to-manage hard copy for the true freedom and productivity of a fully filmless
environment--the moment you switch on your PACS. Easy, cost-effective and reliable, TA2PTM enables complete
digital workflow. It’s as if your comparative studies were already part of your soft copy archive, without the significant expense of digitizing your entire existing file room. TA2PTM is the effective, turnkey solution to one of the
most frustrating problems of a digital conversion.
SourceHOV’s TA2PTM solution removes your hard copy
files and provides state-of-the-art offsite storage in our
expansive, ultra-modern and secure TA2PTM operations
center. All files are carefully indexed in an electronic
database with complete DICOM demographics.
The database is accessible to you on any PC for
study requests through an easy-to-use, ultra-fast TA2PTM
Internet portal. Films are scanned only as needed to
keep costs in check and arrive in minutes directly into
your PACS over a secure VPN. From there, your lossless
DICOM images can be communicated over the hospital
network across the enterprise and beyond with full
filmless freedom.

Our
Filmless
is More

From hard copy file removal and management to
PACS integration, training and IT support, TA2PTM
is a complete solution. It’s that simple to say farewell
to films and TAP into the new productivity, efficiency
and flexibility of the digital age.

TAP into the true power of full filmless PACS workflow with SourceHOV

• Eliminate costly film file rooms and dual-format image management.
• Digitize hard copy studies as needed.
• Access electronic patient priors 24/7 immediately on-demand.
• Enhance workflow productivity and efficiency.
• Maximize budgets with affordable fee-per-jacket pricing.
• Enjoy a fully supported, secure, turnkey solution.

Go All the Way...to Filmless
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Strategic Migration of Analog Images to Your PACS
Expert on-demand radiology archiving services since 1981…
with affordable all-inclusive pricing
I N I T I A L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
Creation of an offsite hard copy archive, freeing up your valuable file room space.

• Establishment of a secure VPN DICOM interface with your PACS.
• File removal and relocation to the TA P offsite operations center.
• Elimination of your onsite file storage and related costs.
• Detailed inventory of patient jackets in TA P storage on an electronic database.
• Accountability for all files through stringent database validation and delivery
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of this information to your site.

• File jacket shelving and storage in our secure TA P
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operations center.

F I L M A RC H I V E M A N AG E M E N T
Turnkey management of your entire offsite archive to make the most of your time.

• Comprehensive file tracking to maintain the integrity of your film archive.
• As-needed migration of your prior exams from analog to digital.
• HIPAA, DICOM, JCAHO and EPA compliance.
• Image Lifecycle Management (LCM) with automated purging of hard copy
files based on statutory retention requirements or industry standards.

2 4 / 7 O N - D E M A N D D I G I TA L R E C A L L
Digital prior exams transmitted over the Internet to your PACS for filmless
productivity and efficiency.

• Request prior patient studies through our secure, encrypted TA P Web portal.
• State-of-the-art film scanning.
• DICOM images provided with 2K x 8-bit JPEG compression.
• Input of DICOM demographic fields and mapping to your PACS.
• Digital studies transmitted directly to your onsite electronic archive.
• Release of information (ROI) available for medical and legal requests.
• Specialized scans available, including auto segmentation technology and
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high-resolution mammography.

• Optional permanent archiving and backup of all digital images through
the SourceHOV digiTA2PTM service.

For more information contact 1-800-568-5800 • www.srcp-tap.com
H o s p i t a l T A2 P TM I m p l e m e n t a t i o n C o n f i g u r a t i o n
TA2PTM Operations Center

Study Request

TA2P Web Portal
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